
Hello everyone who is taking AP Literature during the 2016-17 school year!  
 
Because you have not yet been added to your class’s Schoology page for AP Lit and 
all teacher websites will be in limbo this summer, I’ve created this document to 
provide you with the AP Lit summer reading assignments and also some clarification 
regarding the Crime & Punishment Dialectic Notebook, and the essays in which you 
apply the content from a chapter of How to Read Literature Like a Professor to your 
choice titles.  
 
Here is the actual summer reading list, which explains the assignments to some 
extent, and offers the choices for the choice titles. 
 

Regarding Crime & Punishment , the associated article by Cynthia 
Ozick from The New Yorker, and the Dialectic Notebook on C&P:  

 
C&P is very rich psychological realism, consisting of six ‘story arcs’ since it 

was published in bi-monthly installments. St. Petersburg in 1865-66 was a hotbed of 
radical thoughts and ideas, which you learn about throughout the novel, and which 
offer us a lot to contemplate when we go over the title in September. 
§ Assessment: Dialectic notebook. At least six single-spaced pages, set up in a 
passage-response format. Recognition and response to literary devices, make 
predictions, connect to other texts you’ve read, apply the ideas from Foster's How to 
Read Lit Like a Professor, provide your own emotional responses, and your reaction to 
the different philosophical concepts that arise. AND Vocab. 
· Why? The DNb allows me to see your metacognition on the page, and if 
you’re in the mindset to search for significant passages to respond to, this will get 
you into the mindset of reading and annotation. 
§ Assessment #2: Comprehension-level DYRI objective test during the first 
week of school. Why? People filch this book all the time. Don’t. 
 
Here is a link to the New Yorker article that we are going to read and discuss when 
we are working with the novel during class. I am including it here because it will be 
helpful in providing biographical context about Dostoyevsky’s life and also let you 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_9D4XZrp7qHM25SS216a1JiOWM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_9D4XZrp7qHM25SS216a1JiOWM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_9D4XZrp7qHWE5mX2g5ZXlRbXc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_9D4XZrp7qHWE5mX2g5ZXlRbXc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_9D4XZrp7qHWE5mX2g5ZXlRbXc/view?usp=sharing


know what was going on historically and philosophically in St. Petersburg during the 
1860’s. The quality of the scan didn’t turn out very well; I have hard copies available 
if you need one before the school year ends.  
 
Here is the first third of Ben Breuninger's Crime & Punishment Dialectic Notebook 
from back in the day. It stood out because it was witty and Ben's personality shone 
through the erudite analysis.  
 

Here's what I'm looking for when reading & grading your first writing 
assignment of the year, the Foster & [Choice Novel or Play] literary 
analysis:  

 
FCA's:  

--A thesis statement that screams 'I'm the thesis!' and provides the keystone 
for your paper.  
--Analysis of the text, not summary of it. Pretend you're talking to me 
about the book and we're taking a closer look at it. This is analysis. Assume 
I'm familiar with the title. Do not pretend that you need to 'fill me in' on all of 
the plot points as if the book were a TV show that I missed. That's summary. 
--Thorough textual support from both texts. Not just a perfunctory quote 
here and there, but thorough use of quotations and direct reference to the texts. 
If you’re writing an essay about a three-hundred page book and you only 
bring in three measly quotations from those pages, I will actually weep while 
grading your paper, count up the teardrops, and subtract them from your 
score.  

 
● Paradigm 1: Here is a solid paper from Annie Lertola, class of 2013, on Death 

of a Salesman.  
● Paradigm 2: Julia Harris, class of 2016, on the purpose of the Christ-figure 

references in Beloved. Challenging title! 
● Paradigm 3: Enrique Mentado, class of 2015, about "Marks of Greatness" in 

Alice Walker's The Color Purple.  
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